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A variant of the axiomatic method of quantum field theory proposed in [11 is considered. Equations for 
the Heisenberg field operators are set up within the framework of this method. Solutions of these equa
tions are derived. It is shown when this model only has a trivial solution. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN in earlier paper, [11 the author has considered a set 
of axioms which must be satisfied by a relativistic field 
theory. These axioms represent a certain modification 
of the axioms usually introduced in the axiomatic method 
of quantum field theory (cf., for example, [2- 41 ). It was 
asserted in [11 that the axioms formulated there permit 
the construction of a nontrivial example of the theory. 
This problem is at present essential for the entire 
axiomatic method, since there is a suspicion that the 
axioms proposed are only consistent with the trivial 
theory of free particles. In the present paper we attempt 
to construct such a nontrivial example. 

It was remarked in Ill that the problem of construct
ing a theory which satisfies all axioms reduces to the 
construction of families of field quantities (operators of 
the field and of the canonical momentum) Aa(t, z; T) 
which must satisfy the following requirements: 0 

Axiom III. For each fixed t and T, the quantities 
Aa(t, z; T) (a = ± 1) are operator-valued generalized 
functions on the space S(R3), i.e., in order to convert the 
quantities Aa(t, z; T) into ordinary operators it suffices 
to average them with "good" [in S(R3 )] functions in the 
space variable z alone. This in turn allows one to intro
duce a time ordering of the operators Aa, i.e., physic
ally, to introduce the acts of creation and annihilation 
of particles. The example of the Lagrangian method 
shows that such an ordering is necessary for the con
struction of the S matrix. 

Axiom IV. The region of definition and of the values 
of Aa(t, z; T) is D(T, n). This requirement is purely 
mathematical, and is connected with the unboundedness 
of the operators Aa. The latter means that fields of 
arbitrary intensity can exist in nature. 

Axiom V. 

[Ao(t, z; T),A 0 (t, u; T)]= -i (a- p)6(z- u), a, p = ± 1. (1) 

Axiom VI. The operators Aa(t, z; T) are Hermitian. 
Axiom VII. For each fixed t and T the ring of opera-

tors Aa coincides with the ring 'll of operators Cf!a satis
fying the free field equations. Here 

Ao(t, z; T) = cpo(t, z) fort= T. (2) 
It follows from this that Aa can be written in the form 
of an expansion in terms of the Cf!a: 

llWe only write down the requirements on .4 0 , preserving the 
numbering of [ 1 ]. All notation which is not explained is the same as 
in[']. 
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Ao(t,z;T)= ~ ~duli"(t;T;z;nt, ... ,ui)cpo,(T,u,) ... cpoi(T,ui), (3) 

and, vice versa, the Cf!a can be expanded in terms of the 
Aa· This _implies in turn that the fields Aa(t,, z; T) can 
be expanded in terms of the Aa(t2, z; T) for arbitrary 
t, and t2, and vice versa. For us it will be more conven
ient to use an expansion in "normal products" of the 
fields Aa· 

We define the operators ~ and A; by the formula 
1 icrr ( A 0 ±(t, z; T) = .2 .4 0 (!, z; T) + Z J duQ-o(z- u)A-o(t,u; T), 4) 

where 

( 5) 

When Aa is replaced by cp0 , formula (4) gives the usual 
definition of the positive- and negative-frequency parts 
of the operator cp0 . By the normal product 

:Ao, (t, z,; T) ... A an (t, Zn; T): (6) 

we understand the following. In order to construct (6), 
one must take the usual product of the operators Aa, 
write each of them as a sum of A;; and AQ. and then place 
all ~ to the left of all AQ.. It is easy to see that the 
usual product of operators Aa can be expanded in terms 
of normal products and vice versa, where the expansion 
is accomplished by the usual Wick theorem with the 
same coefficient functions as in the case of free fields. 
The normal product of Aa does not depend on the order 
of writing the operators. Thus the field Aa(t,, z; T) can 
be written in the form 

A0 (t~o z; T) = ~ ~ dudv !i;"(t,, t,, T; z; Ut, ... , ui; v" ... , v;) · 
i,j (7) 

. : .4+(t2, u 1; T) ... .4+(t2, ui; T)A-(t,, v,; T) ... .4-(h, v;; T) :. 

We can assume without loss of generality that the 
J<[j are symmetric in all u and v. We shall assume that 
the sum in (7) is finite and that the .f{j are generalized 

functions with moderate growth such that 

~ dzf(z)li;"( ... ; z; u,, ... ; v, ... ) E S(R3(i+j)), (8) 
if /(z) E S(R3). 

Axiom VIII. The functions .f[(t, T; z; u,, ... )depend 
only on t- T, lu,- zl, ... , lui- zl. It follows from this 
that the functions Jfj can depend only on t,, -t2, t2- T, 
lu,- zl, ... , lui- zl, Jv,- zl, ... , lvj- zl. 

Axiom IX. 
[Aa(t 1, z1; T), A0 (t2 , z2 ; T)] = 0 for jz,- z2J > Jt,- t,J, (9) 

or for jz,- z,j > Jt,- t,J + TJ, (9a) 
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where 1) is a small positive quantity. 
The requirements VII and IX are two aspects of the 

causality principle; the requirement IX contains a nega
tive assertion: events which are separated by a space
like distance do not depend on each other. Requirement 
VII reflects the positive aspect of the causality princi
ple: actually, this requirement asserts that there exists 
a field equation [formula (7)]. This means physically 
that events at the times t1 and t 2 are not independent, 
and there exists a causal connection between them. 

2. THE TRANSITIVITY OF THE AXIOMS 

It turns out that the axioms enumerated in Sec. 1 have 
the transitive property, which consists in the following. 
Let us assume that for some T there exist operators 
Aa(T + T, z; T) which satisfy all axioms; then the opera
tors Aa(T +NT, z; T) satisfying all axioms also exist. 
Here N is an arbitrary integer number. For economy 
of writing, we introduce the new notation 

Aa(T + t, z; T) = Ba(t, z). 

We assume that the operators Bu( T; z) exist. In par
ticular formula (7) holds for these operators: 

B.,(-c;z)= ~ ~dudvl;;0 (-c;z;u~o ... ;v~o ... ):rP+(T,u1) ••• rp-(T,v,) ... :. 

(10) 
Here we have replaced .f{/T + T, T, T; ... ) by the symbol 
Jfj(T; ... ). Axiom VII requires that the operators 
<p0 (T, z) belong to the ring of operators B0 ( T; z). There
fore there must exist such functions t[j (- T; ... ) that 

rp.,(T; z) = ~ ) dudv 1;;0 (--c; z; "" ... ; v1, ... ) (11) 
x:B+(-c,u1) ... B_(-c;v1 ) •.. :. 

Let us show that the operators Bu(NT; z), defined by 

Ba( (N ± 1)-c; z) = ~ ) dudv l;;0 (±'t; z; u1, .•• ; v1, ..• ) 

X: B+(N-c; Ut) ... B_(N-c; Vt) ... :' 
(12) 

satisfy all axioms. We consider only the case where 
(12) is written with the plus sign; the other case is 
completely analogous. The proof is by induction. Thus 
we assume that the operators B0 (NT; z) satisfy all 
axioms. 

Since the functions j[j( T; z; ... ) satisfy ( 8) and the sum 

in (12) is considered finite, the requirements III and IV 
are evidently also satisfied for the operators 
B0 ((N + 1)T; z). 

Let us now consider axiom V. From (1), written for 
the operators Bu(T; z), we easily obtain relations which 
must be satisfied by the functions 4/ T). For this pur-

pose it suffices to substitute B0(T; z) in the form (10) in 
(1) and expand the result in normal products of <p0 (T, u). 
Equating the coefficient functions of identical normal 
products on the left and right-hand sides of (1), we ob
tain certain relations(*) for the Jfj(T; ... ). These rela
tions have a rather complicated form and will therefore 
not be quoted here. It is clear that the relations ( *) are 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the fulfillment of 
(1) by B0(T; z). Let us now consider the condition (1) for 
B0 ((N + 1)T; z). The commutators of B0 ((N + 1)T; z) ap
pearing in (1) are now expanded in terms of the normal 
products of B0 (NT; u) with the help of (12). Since the 
commutation relations for Ba(NT; u) are the same as for 
<p0 (T, u), the coefficient functions in this expansion will 

be the same as in the expansion of B0 ( T; z) in terms of 
<p0 (T, u). In virtue of(*), the equations (1) will also be 
satisfied for B0 ((N + 1)T; z). 

The assertion VI is proved in an elementary fashion. 
Since B0(T; z) is Hermitian, Jfj(T; ... ) is real. Since the 
operators in a normal product can be commuted, the 
normal product of the Hermitian operators B0 (NT; u) is 
a Hermitian operator, and thus the operator 
B0 ((N + 1)T; z) is also Hermitian. 

Let us now consider axiom VII. By construction, the 
Ba((N + 1)T; z) lie in the ring of operators B0 (NT; u) 
and hence, by induction, also in the ring «. Let us show 
that reversely, the B0 (NT; z) lie in the ring of operators 
B0 ((N + 1)T; u). We note that the functions j[j(T; ... ) and 

Jf/- T; ... ) are not independent but are connected by 

certain relations (**). These relations can be obtained 
in the following way. We substitute B0(T; z) in the form 
(10) in (11) and expand the result in the normal products 
of <fa (T, u). Equating the coefficient functions of identi
cal normal products of <p0 (T, u), we obtain(**). Again, 
we do not write down these relations because of their 
complexity. 

It is easy to see that 

Ba(N-c;z)=~ ~ dudvl;;"(--c;z;u~o ... ;v1, ••• ) 

x:B+((N+ 1)-c; u1) ... B-((N + 1),;; v1 ) •.• :. 

Indeed, let us substitute in (13) the quantities 

(13) 

B0 ((N + 1)T; u) expressed through B0 (NT; u) with the 
help of (12), and expand the result in normal products 
of B0 (NT; u). Since the commutation relations for 
Ba(NT; u) are the same as for <p0 (T; u), the coefficient 
functions in this expansion will be the same as in the 
expansion of the right- hand side of ( 11) with respect to 
<p0 (T; u). Therefore the equation (13) becomes an iden
tity in virtue of(**). Thus, B0 (NT; z) does indeed lie in 
the ring B0 ((N + 1)T; u), and hence this ring coincides 
with ~. 

Condition VIII is satisfied by construction. 
Consider now condition IX. We have assumed that (9) 

is satisfied for t1 = T + T, t 2 = T. It follows at once from 
this that the support of fl..(T; z; ... ) lies within the region 

lJ 
Iuz-zi:::: T; lvk-zl:::: T; l = 1, ... , i; k= 1, ... ,j. Let 
us now consider the commutator 

[Ba( (N + 1)t; z), B 0 (N'-c; z')] = ~ ~ du dv 1;;0 (-c; z; Ut, .•. ; v1, .• ) 

X[: B+(Nt; u,) .. . B-(N-c; v,) ... :, B 0 (N't; z')]. (14) 

Here 0 :::: N' :::: N. By induction, the expression in the 
square brackets on the right-hand side of (14) vanishes 
when luz- zl > (N- N')T or lvk- z I> (N- N')T. From 
this and from the support properties of .f[j(T; z, ... ) we 

obtain at once that the right-hand part of (14) vanishes 
when lz- z'l > (N + 1- N')T. 

Thus, the transitivity of the axioms has to be proved 
for a discrete set of parameters t. The transitivity can 
also be shown for a continuum of t values, at least if 
axiom IX is taken of the form (9a). Let us define, for 
example, B0 (t, z) in the following manner: 

B+(N-c + ~; z) = (2n)-3 ) dkdueik(z-ul(w-1 sin w~B-(N,;; u) 

+cosw~B+(N-c; u)], (15) 

B_(Nt+~; z)=(2rr)-3 ) dkdueik(z-uJ[cosw;B_(Nt; u) 

-wsinw£B+(Nr; u)] (w=(k2+m2)'''), 
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where-~ ~ ~ < T- ~. Here T > ~ ~ 0. Different ~ 
correspond to different ways of definition. The fulfill
ment of axioms Ill, IV, VI, and Vlll for Ba(NT + ~ , z) is 
evident. The fulfillment of axiom V is proved by direct 
substitution of (15) in (1). Solving (15) for Ba(NT; u), we 
obtain the latter expressed through Ba(NT + ~ ; z), i.e., 
the axiom vn is satisfied. Furthermore, 

(2n)-• ~ dk eik(z-u)w-1 sin ws = 0 for lz- ul > s, (16) 

and analogously, when w-1 sin w~ is replaced by cos w~ 
and w sin w~ • Hence 

(17) 

for 

or, setting N1T +~1 = t1, N2T +~2 = t2, we obtain 

(Ba(t.;z.),B0 (t.;z2)] =0 for lz1 -z2 1 > lt•-t•l +2-r, (18) 

i.e., axiom IX is satisfied for 7] = 2T. 

We see that the theory is completely determined by 
the functions .f[j(T; z, ... ). The lmowledge of these func
tions is equivalent to the lmowledge of the Lagrangian 
in the sense that the functions .f[j(T; ... ) determine com
pletely the form of the field equations. The transitivity 
of the axioms has two important consequences. One is 
mathematical: instead of proving the existence of the 
required functions .fi/t1, t2; ... ) for all values of t1 and 

t2, it suffices to prove the existence of the functions 
.r!.(T; ... ) for some fixed value T of the difference of t 1 

lJ 
and t 2. The second consequence is physical. The fact 
that .JYj depends only on the difference t1 - t2, reflects 

the uniformity of space-time in the time variable t, or 
more precisely, the periodicity with the small period T. 

The appearance of a nonvanishing T implies actually 
the introduction of a small nonlocality in the theory. We 
see that within a time interval of order T there may be 
a violation of the strict locality of the theory as well as 
a violation of the strict uniformity of space-time. 

Let us now turn to the construction of specific func
tions .f[j which satisfy all requirements enumerated in 
Sec. 1. 

3. THE FREE FIELD 

Let us assume that there exists an operator Uo( T) 
such that 

Ba(T; z) = Uo(T)<pa(T, z)Uo-1 (-r), 
Uo(T) IQ) = ciQ). (19) 

Here In) is the vacuum vector, which was denoted by 
In ; T, n) in UJ • It is then obvious that 

(20) 

Here B~ is given by (4). We show that in this case 
Ba(T; z) is expressed linearly through fPa(T, z). Actually, 
it suffices to require (20); the formulas (19) will be ob
tained as a consequence. The assertion just formulated 
is a variant of the Haag theorem. [s,3 J 

Now let us prove it. Substituting in (20) the quantity 
B~(T; z) expressed through Bu(T; z) with the help of (4), 
with Bu(T, z) given by (10), we obtain 

B+-(T; z) IQ) = 1/2 ~ (i)h ~dudvdv'Q+(vt-vt') ... Q+(vh-vh') 

x{J;.+('t"; z; Ut1 ••• ; Vt, ... ) +is dwQ-(z -w)J;h-('t"; W; Ut, ... ; Vt, ... q 
X'P++(u1) •.•• cp++(v{) ... IQ) = 0. (21) 

We introduce the Fourier transform of .f[k: 

lf-kh('t"; z; u., ... ; v,, .... )=(2n)-a; ~dpdq7;~kk('t"; Qh+t, •.. ,q;;q., ... , q•) 

h H• i 

Xexp{ipz+i~ vlql+ ~ lljQl+h }o(p+ ~ Qz) · (22) 
l=l 1=1 l=l 

Substituting (22) in (21), we obtain 

where 

7;o-('t"; Qt, ••• , q;)= iw.T;o+(-r; qt, •.. , q;) 

i 
+ ~ (i)kP(q•+t, ... , q;lq., ... , q•) 

k=i 

w1 = (qr + m2) ''•; (I) = ( (q, + ... + qJ)2 + m2) ''•; 

P(~. 1, ... ) is the sum over all permutations of 

(23) 

~. 1, ... , <lj with q1, ... , ~· Since Jj _ kk is a general
ized function of moderate growth with the support prop
erties described in Sec. 2, the function Jj-kk(T; q1, ... ) 
will be an entire function. (SJ 

Let us analyze (23). We consider first the case j "' 1. 
The different products of w and wz on the right-hand 
side of (23) are not entire functions but have branch 
points. Since the coefficients of these products are en
tire functions and the singularities of the products them
selves are at different points, a compensation of these 
singularities can occur only when all coefficient func
tions are equal to zero, 

ht = o for k + l > 1; (24) 

i.e., the operators B~(T; z) are expressed linearly 
through ~(T, z). Since, moreover, they satisfy the 
same commutation relations and there exists a vacuum 
forB;;., there exists[7 J a unitary operator Uo(T) such that 
(19) is fulfilled. 

Setting j = 1 in (23) and using (1), we obtain 

.101+ = w-1(1- (710+) 2)''•, 7,.- = -ro(1- (710+) 2)'". 7ot- = 710+. (25) 

The conditions (25) can be satisfied by setting 

(26) 

so that all Jjk are entire functions with the necessary 
properties. In this case the standard free field equa
tions are obtained for Bu: 

B+o(T; z) = (2n)-3) dk du eik(z-u) [c0'3 't"W<Jl+(T, u) + w-• sin wTcp-(T, u)]. 

B-o(T; z) = (2l!)-•~ dkdueik(z-u>[- wsinw-rcp+(T, u)+coswTcp-(T, u)]. 
(27) 

Here the operators Ba are provided with the additional 
index 0 in order to indicate that they are obtained under 
the assumption that In) is the vacuum for B~. The 
operator Uo(T) is constructed in an elementary fashion: 

Uo(T)=: exp{ ~dudzM(-r; u-z)cp++(T, u)cp+-(T, z) }: , (28) 
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where 

M(t; u)= (2n)-3 ) dk2ro eitu(ei•>< -1). (29) 

It follows from this that if we want to introduce an 
interaction in a relativistic theory, one must drop the 
requirement that the vacuum for the interacting field 
coincides with the vacuum of the free field in terms of 
which a particular interpretation is made. We call 
attention to the fact that in the usual Lagrangian method, 
which despite all its shortcomings, does somehow des
cribe interacting systems, these two vacua do not (be
cause of the renormalization) in fact coincide. 

4. INTERACTING FIELDS 

The operators Ba 0( 7; z) cannot describe interacting 
fields since they are'linearly expressed through cpa(T, z). 
Let us generalize (27), by introducing a nonlinearity: 

B+(t; z) = (2n)-a) dkdueik(z-uJ[cos rot1q>+(T, u) + ro-1 sin rot1q>-(T, u)], 

B_(t, z)= (2n)-• ~ dkdu eik(z-uJ{- rosin = 1!!>+(T, u) 

B 1 
+cosrot1<p-(T,u)J+ ~-:1 ~ duF;(t2;z,uh····u;) 

j=O J. 

X: B+(t; u1), ••• , B+(t; u;):, 

(30) 

Here 7 = 71 + 72, and Fj(72; z, U1, ... , uj) satisfies the 
following conditions. As a function of z, u1, ... , Uj, the 
function Fj E S'(R3(j + 1!) and satisfies (8). Moreover, 
Fj is real, symmetric in z, u1, ... , Uj, depends only on 

lu1 - z I, ... , luj - z I, and vanishes when at least one of 
these differences is larger than 72. 

By a direct proof we convince ourselves that Ba( 7; z) 
satisfies all axioms of Sec. 1. According to Sec. 2, the 
operators Ba(N7; z), defined by the formulas 

B+((N+1)t; z)=(2n)-• j'dkdueik(z-uJ[cos=IB+(Nt, u) 

+ ro-1 sin rot1B-(Nt, u)], 

B-((N+1)t; z)=(2n)-•)dkdueik(z-uJ{-rosinrot1B+(Nt, u) (31) 

B 1 
+ cosrot1B_(Nt; u)] + ~ -:-~ duF;(tz; z; uh ... ) : B+( (N + 1)t, Ut) ... :, 

j- ,, 

will also satisfy all axioms. Formulas (31) define the 
operators Ba(t, z) for a discrete set of values oft; for 
continuous values oft the operators Ba(t, z) can be de
fined with the help of (15). 

The recurrence relations (31) can be regarded as 
field equations. It is clear that they have a solution, and 
a unique one at that. Let us find it. We introduce the 
auxiliary operators Ba(N7, z; g) which satisfy formula 
(31a), which we do not write down because of its com
plexity. The equations (31a) are obtained from (31) by 
replacing the last term in the second equation by 

] -; ~ dxdug(x)!ll;(z-x, u1 -x, ... , u;-x) 

t_•B:((N + 1)t, u1; g) . .. B+((N+ 1)t, u;; g):· ( 32) 

Here <f1j(ul> ... , uj +1) satisfies (8), is symmetric in all 
arguments and depends only on their absolute values, is 
symmetric, and 

(33) 

The function g(x) E S(R3) is also real. 
It is clear that the equations (31a) with the initial 

condition (2) also have a unique solution. For g(x) - 1 
in the sense of convergence in S' (R3) [the function g(x) 
can be regarded as belonging to S' (R3)) the quantities 
Ba(N7; z; g) - Bo-(N7; z) in the sense of strong operator 
convergence. This is easily seen by induction, regard
ing ( 31a) as a recurrence formula. 

We introduce the operator 

B 1 
V(g)= exp{-i ~--- Sdxdug(x)¢(ut -x, •.. ,u;+t -x) 

j=O(i+1)f 

x: <Jl+(T, Ut)···<Jl+(T, U;+t):} 

and the operator 

W(N,g) = [Uo(tt)V(g))N. 

We show that the operators 

Ba(N-.:; z; g) = W(N; g)<pa(T, z) W+(N, g) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

satisfy (31a). We do this by induction. Since V(g) com
mutes with cp+(T, z), 

lV(1; g)<p+(T, z) lV+(1; g)= (2n)-a ~ dkdueik(z-u) 

X [cos roti!I'+(T, u) + ro-1 sin =t<Jl-(T, u)]. 
(37) 

Multiplying (37) from the left by W(N; g) and from the 
right by W(N; g), we obtain the first formula (31a). 
Furthermore, 

[<p-(T, z), r+(g)]=V+(g) ~ j~ ~dxdu¢;(z-x, Ut-x, ... u;-x)· 

(38) 
· : !I'+(T, u1) ... <Jl+(T, u;): g(x). 

Thus 
W(1; g)q>-(T, u) W+(1; g)= (2n)-a ~ dkdueik(z-u) [CQS rott 

Xq>-(T, u)-rosinroti<Jl+(T, u)]+ ~_;_, Sdxdu (39) 
]. 

X<I>;~(z- x, u1 - x, ... , u;- x)g(x) Uo(t1):!1'+(T, u1) ... <Jl+(T, u;): U0+(t1). 

Multiplying now (39) from the left by W(N; g) and from 
the right by W(N, g), we obtain the second formula (31a). 
Thus the solution of the equations (31) is given by the 
operators 

Ba(Nt; z)= lim[Uo(ti)V(g)]Nq>.,(T, z)[V+(g)U0+(-.:1)]N. (40) 
g-1 

Together with (15) this formula gives an expression for 
the Heisenberg field at an arbitrary instant t. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have shown that one can construct a nontrivial, 
i.e., interacting model of relativistic field theory within 
the framework of the axiomatic method (in a variant 
ofuJ ). We emphasize that up to now only a "field theory" 
has been constructed, not a ''theory for the scattering of 
particles." The point is that we have obtained an ex
pression for the Heisenberg field for an arbitrary in
stant t. Knowing that, we can calculate the value of the 
field in a given state at any instant t. This is precisely 
the problem of ''field theory.'' Thus we may conclude 
that the axioms proposed do not contradict the introduc
tion of an interaction in the theory. However, for an ac
tual comparison of the results of the theory with experi
ment we must still learn how to interpret the operators 
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of the interacting field Bu(t, z) in terms of observable 
quantities. Actually, in order to turn a "field theory" 
into a "theory for the scattering of particles" one must 
give a particular interpretation of the state vectors. 
That is, one must construct vectors corresponding to 
the vacuum and one-, two-, etc. ,-particle states of the 
ingoing (in) and outgoing (out) particles. It turns out that 
these states can indeed be constructed, so that one can 
establish not only a nontrivial "field theory," but also a 
nontrivial "theory for the scattering of particles;" one 
can in fact construct an S matrix different from unity. 

We emphasize that in the construction of the opera
tors we have dealt only with mathematically well-defined 
quantities, so that no divergencies could occur in our 
treatment. 
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